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1. Reflections
Note: See Section for #11 for an unforgettable lesson.
Also, if you're reading this via Facebook or Linkedin, please be
advised that you will get it quicker if you get it via email. Another
advantage: You'll never miss it that way because you may not
have logged in for a day or two. And in the unlikely event you're
not already a subscriber, all you need to do is send an email to:
bginbc@aol.com and put SUBSCRIPTION in the subject line.
______________________________
A. Cynthia, my beautiful bride, and I:
(1) Celebrated Valentine's Day by seeing a tuneful production of
SEUSSICAL at Asheville Community Theatre. That's us with Mark
Jones, the director, who did his usual fine job. He was ably
assisted by Sarah Fowler, the show's musical director.
Kudos to all in the cast, including such Facebook friends as Trissa
King, Colby Coren, Candice Owen, Karen Covington-Yow, Charlie
Burchill, Frank Salvo and Jessica Sepherd. Misty Theisen did a
nice job on reeds as just one member of the talented group of
musicians.
SUSSICAL runs through March 6. You can obtain tickets by
clicking:
Here

!
(2) From there, our framily went for a nice dinner at Green Sage's
Westgate location. Pictured, l-r: Brian Biro, Carole Biro, Marcy
Gallagher, Cynthia Greenfield, Blaine Greenfield, Tom Gallagher,
Marvin Sadovsky and Annemarie Brown.

!
(3) On another night, we joined Tammy Strange for a tasty bite to
eat at the Artisan Cafe in Candler.

!
B. During the week, I:
(1) Attended the kickoff event for Brian Turner's reelection
campaign for his NC House seat. I'm lucky to have him
representing us!

!
(2) Joined my friends Brian Biro (far) and Marvin Sadovsky
(center) for a "Guy's Night Out." We first had a good dinner
at BT's Burgerjoint in Biltmore Park and then saw THE
REVENANT. My review can be found in Section 4A.

!
(3) Met a new friend, Andrea Schnurr, who is thinking about
moving to Asheville. We had an excellent breakfast at Cafe 64.

!
C. Invites:
(1) There's still time to enter ...
***** CONTEST #4 *****
One lucky reader will win a copy of MIND HACKING: HOW TO
CHANGE YOUR MIND IN 21 DAYS by Sir John Hargrave.
The book describes a simple, yet comprehensive 3-step formula
that will guide you to take charge of your thoughts and reprogram
your brain. I reviewed it in last week's BLAINESWORLD and
found it informative.
To enter: Send an email to:bginbc@aol.com and put CONTEST
#4 in the subject line. In the body of the email, please include your
name and snail mail address. All entries must be received on or
before Monday, Feb. 22, at 9 p.m.
(2) From the Asheville Jewish Business Forum ...
Next event we think you'll enjoy:
The inner workings of a metropolitan newspaper will be explored
at the March meeting of the Asheville Jewish Business Forum
when members and guests of AJBF sit in on an editorial board
meeting of the Asheville Citizen-Times on Monday, March 7, at
the newspaper's downtown offices, 14 O'Henry Avenue,
beginning at 7:45 a.m.
Following "coffee and," the attendees will hear the editorial staff
and reporters discuss and outline plans for upcoming news and
feature stories.
Josh Awtry, executive editor and vice president of the Asheville
Sun-Times, will explain the workings of the local newspaper, its
role in the community and the future of print news. He also will
trace his career prior to assuming the leadership role at the paper.
Afterward, there will be a chance to network with other Asheville
JBF members.
Note: Parking is available in the street at meters. Or probably your
best bet is to use the Wall Street Garage on 45 Wall Street. The
paper is one block away.
There is no charge for members of the Jewish Business Forum
and guests to attend but registration is required. You do NOT
have to be Jewish to attend.
To pre-register, send an email to: ashevilleJBF@aol.com and put
March 7 in the subject line. In the body of the email, include your
name and if you'll be bringing any guests. (If so, please advise
how many?) Also, please include a contact phone number and
email address in case we have to reach you because of inclement
weather.
(3) Leadership Asheville was one of my best experiences in
Asheville. To quote the website:
Leadership Asheville exists to enhance community leadership by
developing, connecting, and mobilizing citizens throughout the
region. This is primarily accomplished by engaging public, private
and nonprofit leaders to support their growth and service to our
community.
To find out more about it, please click:
Here
If you would like me to nominate you for this year's class, send an
email to: bginbc@aol.com and put LEADERSHIP ASHEVILLE in
the subject line. Also, feel free to contact me if you have any
questions about the experience.
D. Congratulations to:
(1) Chuck Beattie and family on the arrival of Chuck's grandson.
(2) Dailton Woody and Allison Brooke Tipton on their
engagement.
(3) Amy Baker on her new job as Director of Client Relations for
Parette Somjen Architects.
(4) Rich Orth for the great review of Whisper In The Wind, his
audio book. To read it, please click:
Here
Note: To order the above, here are instructions from Rich:
Only 5.99 PayPal to rrockhopper@hotmail.com or check, money
order or cash to my address. FYI: I do not accept small children or
animals as payment.
(5) Laura Beyer and family on the birth of her latest grandson.
(6) Maureen Simon on her upcoming appearance on the radio
show on "No Limits" on WRES 100.7 FM on February, Feb. 24, at
11:00 a.m. The show is about "Small Business Highlights" and the
A-B Tech Small Business Center.
(7) Danny Brice on his new job with the Department of Defense,
working for the Army, on the Navy Base in North Chicago. . He
will be doing desktop and server virtualization. Asheville's loss will
be Chicago's gain!
(8) Athena Destiny Sarantis on her new job as Children's Activities
cast member at the Animal Kingdom Lodge.
(9) Katrina Chenevert on having her "Smoking Hot Women"
painting from the "Sepia Series" accepted into the American
Watercolor Society's 149th Annual International Exhibition to be
held at the Salmagundi Club in New York City April 4-23.
(10) Diana Moore on becoming a certified barre instructor.
(11) Jon Richardson and Wendy Freeman on their engagement.
E. Corrections:
(1) Last week, I reviewed a book that I enjoyed: LEADERSHIP
AND SOFT SKILLS FOR STUDENTS; EMPOWERED TO
SUCCESS IN HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE AND BEYOND (Dog
Ear Publishing) by Cary J. Green. I misspelled the author's first
name previously, but it has been corrected here.
(2) Bruce L. in NC: Paul Newman flick, "The Verdict, " was from
1982, not 2002. I thought I remembered seeing it when I lived in
CT!
***** BLAINESWORLD BEST AWARD *****
This week, it goes to Valerie Bennett--Specialist for the Small
Business Center at ABTech Community College in Candler, NC.
Valerie is the person who handles the scheduling for clients at the
Center. She does this very well. In particular, I'm impressed how
she confirms all appointments and then has the person call or
email her back to indicate that the original message was received.
I've now started doing this, too, on all appointments I make, and I
have noticed that there is much less miscommunication that way.
Kudos, also, to Duane Adams and Jill Sparks, Associate Director
and Executive Director, respectively, at the Center. They, along
with Valerie, do a fantastic job in serving Buncombe County's
small business community.
For more information about the Small Business Center, please
click:
Here
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Back to Top
2. FYI
Cutting Off Those Recurring Charges You Forgot About
by Ron Lieber
If you want newly invented ice cream flavors to show up at your
home each month, you can get a subscription for that.
Ditto for toilet paper, clothing and, in some parts of California,
marijuana. Charities, music services and, yes, newspapers, are
also happy to regularly bill your credit card.
For the rest of this informative article, please click:
Here
Note: It pays to check for these charges on your credit card bill.
I've even been hit by them; e.g., from both Kindle and a company
that provided Internet service at the airport. When I called about
them, they were canceled--but the pain was having to call about
them.
FYI, part 2
To read each of the following contributions in full, please click:
Here
(1) Natalie K. in PA: THE PYRAMID CODE on Netflix ... It's
absolutely fascinating. (2) Death, the Prosperity Gospel and Me.
(3) Chuck Schwing in NJ (with a request for HELP): Support
George Lindstrom in the 2016 10th Annual Valentine Plunge. (4)
What type of exercise is best for the brain? (5) How Meditation
Changes the Brain and Body. (6) Tom S. in NY: That's great news
on Cynthia's progress.
Back to Top
3. Joke 1
The only way I'll drop ten pounds is if I go shopping in England!

!
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4. Reviews
A. Saw THE REVENANT, a drama inspired by true events about a
hunter brutally attached by a bear and then left dead by members
of his own hunting team. It is well done, and the cinematography
is fantastic. But overall I found it a bit plodding. Leonardo
DiCaprio might well win his first Oscar for his work here, but if so,
I think it will be more to recognize the fine work he has done in
many other films. I would like to see the special effects done with
the bear get recognition from the Academy Awards. Rated R.
Note: For more information on how the bear shots were filmed,
please click:
Here
B. TRUMBO is now out in DVD format . . . my review from
BLAINESWORLD #1004 follows:
Saw TRUMBO, the true story of a Hollywood screenwriter who
was jailed and blacklisted for his political beliefs. It started a bit
slow, but picked up in the second half with the appearance of
Dean Gorman as Kirk Douglas. Bryan Cranston was outstanding
in the leading role, and I also liked the work of both Helen Mirren
and Michael Stuhlbarg as Hedda Hopper and Edward G.
Robinson, respectively. Diane Lane (an Ann Redfield lookalike if
there ever was one) was excellent, too. Rated R, though I have
no idea why. This would certainly be an appropriate film and good
history lesson for any teenager to see.
C. Read THE HELL I CAN'T (McBride Enterprises) by Terry
McBride.
The author, an internationally acclaimed speaker, had an
incurable disease. He went through many surgeries. The odds
against him getting well were a million to one. Many of the finest
doctors said he couldn't expect to come out of his ordeal whole.
Yet he did, largely because of the fact that he stopped listening to
what others were telling him.
As he notes in the book's epilogue:
I know the idea of living life as if we are in a playground where we
get to make our dreams come true is almost too much to imagine.
But if we do not imagine, if we do not hope, if we do not step forth
and finally say "no" to suffering, separation and disease, we leave
ourselves and our children fighting the same problems we have
faced. But saying "no" to the old way is not enough. We as
individuals and societies must begin to say "yes" to what we do
want.
THE HELL I CAN'T inspired me. Methinks you'll feel the same
way about it, too.
D. Heard DEEP WORK: RULES FOR FOCUSSED SUCCESS IN
A DISTRACTED WORLD (Hachette Audio), written by Cal
Newport and read by Jeff Bottoms.
The author, a writer and an assistant professor of computer
science at Georgetown University, is amazingly productive-largely because he has the ability to concentrate on deep work,
which he defines as follows:
"professional activities performed in a state of distraction-free
concentration that push your cognitive capabilities to their limit.
These efforts create new value, improve your skill, and are hard
to replicate." Alternatively, he defines "shallow work" as
"noncognitively demanding, logistical-style tasks, often performed
while distracted. These efforts tend to not create much new value
in the world and are easy to replicate."
I was hooked from the very beginning of the book when he cited
the example of an author who rarely read or returned emails, but
who instead wrote one book in the time he chose not to do email.
I was also impressed by the fact that Newport, unlike most
professors, hardly ever did work after 5:30 p.m. or on weekends.
In addition, he gave many useful suggestions about how to
increase productivity. I'm even trying one such tidbit right now as I
write this review; i.e.., not to constantly interrupt myself with visits
to the Internet.
Back to Top
5. TV alert
A.LOVE: Now available on streaming via NETFLIX
To quote Mary McNamara from the LOS ANGELES TIMES:
The story of two damaged people becoming unlikely friends then
lovers, "Love" is essentially "When Harry Met Sally" tatted up for
the modern age, taking its time and full advantage of its freedom
from commercials and time slots of any sort. ... As with the works
of Ernest Hemingway and Ayn Rand, the tempo of and message
of "Love" are so overwhelming, so confidently dictatorial, that it's
difficult not to fall into step while watching.
B.MUST-SEE TV: AN ALL-STAR TRIBUTE TO JAMES
BURROWS: Sunday, Feb. 21, at 9 p.m. on NBC
The legendary TV director is honored by stars from CHEERS,
FRASIER, TAXI THE BIG BANG THEORY and other shows.
C. IMPRACTICAL JOKERS: Thursday, Feb. 25, at 10 p.m. on
TRUTV
Watch ill-conceived invetions being sold to focus groups.
D. YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN: Friday, Feb. 26, at 8 p.m. on TCM
This spoof of 1930s horror movies is one of Mel Brooks' funniest
films. Gene Wilder, Peter Boyle, Marty Feldman and Cloris
Leachman lead an outstanding cast.
Back to Top
6. Joke 2
Bo tells Jed, "Ya know, I reckon I'm 'bout ready for a vacation.
Only this year I'm gonna do it a little different. The last few years, I
took your advice about where to go." ... "Well, what are you going
to do, then?" Jed asks. ... "Three years ago you said to go to
Hawaii. I went to Hawaii and Earlene got pregnant." ... "Yeah,"
Jed agrees. ... "Then two years ago, you told me to go to the
Bahamas,and Earlene got pregnant again." .... "I remember," Jed
says. ... "Last year you suggested Tahiti and darned if Earlene
didn't get pregnant again." ... "So," Jed asks, "what you gonna do
this year that's different?" ... "Well," Bo replies, "this year I'm
taking Earlene with me."
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Back to Top
7. Clips/Websites
A. Check out these clips at your convenience:
(1) Bonnie S. in NC: Starbucks employee serves deaf woman
Here
Note: For the rest of the above story, please click:
Here
(2) Gayle C. in PA: Man Who Has Something Seriously Wrong
With Him On A Fundamental Level Leaves That Part Off...
Here
(3) Marilynne H. in NC: Houston-area mentor pays delinquent
lunch accounts for more than 60 kids
Here
B. Want to have your mind blown? If so, please click this link:
Here
You'll find a bunch of stories from all over the world, and you'll
learn such things as how to un-poop a pool, why cat videos make
us happy and what does science have to say about women using
dancing ability to assess the desirability of potential mates.
C. BLAINESWORLD, the website, remains up and running . . . to
view it, please click:
Here
D. Are you on Facebook? In the unlikely event we have not yet
connected as friends there, please feel free to send me an invite
by clicking:
Here
Back to Top
8. Technology tip
A few months ago, I mentioned a YouTube video that provided
information on "How to Combine YouTube videos using the
YouTube video editor." It was informative, but here's an even
better one that provides information on that same topic:
Here
Note: If you want to create a pause between the two videos, use
the bow tie icon that's available when you are using the video
editor.
Back to Top
9. Joke 3
I seem to recall this happening to me beef-ore!

!
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10. A quote I like
Harper Lee (1926-2016), R.I.P. ... American novelist widely known
for TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD, her first novel. It won the 1961
Pulitzer Prize. To find out more about the author, please read her
obituary by clicking:
Here

!
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11. Thought for the day
What about lessons you learned in college?
A business strategy course in my senior year stands out. I had
maintained a 4.0 average all the way through, and I wanted to
graduate with a perfect average. It came down to the final exam,
and I had spent many hours studying and memorizing formulas to
do calculations for the case studies.
The teacher handed out the final exam, and it was on one piece
of paper, which really surprised me because I figured it would be
longer than that. Once everyone had their paper, he said, "Go
ahead and turn it over." Both sides were blank.
And the professor said, "I've taught you everything I can teach
you about business in the last 10 weeks, but the most important
message, the most important question, is this: What's the name of
the lady who cleans this building?"
And that had a powerful impact. It was the only test I ever failed,
and I got the B I deserved. Her name was Dottie, and I didn't
know Dottie. I'd seen her, but I'd never taken the time to ask her
name. I've tried to know every Dottie I've worked with ever since.
It was just a great reminder of what really matters in life, and that
you should never lose sight of people who do the real work.
Source: The above was part of an interview with Walt Bettinger,
C.E.O. of the Charles Schwab Corporation. It was conducted and
condensed by Adam Bryant. For more about what Bettinger had
to say, please click:
Here
Back to Top
12. Advance planning department
To read about each of the following events in full, please click:
Here
A. NC events
(1) Walking the Camino: A Spiritual Quest, a presentation by
Barbara Brady. (2) "Faces of Poverty."
B. PA/NJ events
(1) Dr. Marion T. Lane in celebration of Black History Month. (2)
"Adams Family" comes to MCCC's Kelsey Theatre.
_____________________________
PS. HAPPY PRESIDENT'S DAY! And what better way to
celebrate the holiday than with this exclusive picture of Mt.
Rushmore--as viewed from the backside?

!
And make it a wonderful rest of the week, too!
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